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Abstract. We observe that the combination of multi-parameter type
classes with existential types and type annotations leads to a loss of
principal types and undecidability of type inference. This may be a sur-
prising fact for users of these popular features. We conduct a concise
investigation of the problem and are able to give a type inference proce-
dure which, if successful, computes principal types under the conditions
imposed by the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC). Our results provide
new insights on how to perform type inference for advanced type exten-
sions.

1 Introduction

Type systems are important building tools in the design of programming lan-
guages. They are typically specified in terms of a set of typing rules which are
formulated in natural deduction style. The standard approach towards estab-
lishing type soundness is to show that any well-typed program cannot go wrong
at run-time. Hence, one of the first tasks of a compiler is to verify whether a
program is well-typed or not.

The trouble is that typing rules are often not syntax-directed. Also, we often
have a choice which types to assign to variables unless we demand that the
programmer supplies the compiler with this information. However, using the
programming language may then become impractical. What we need is a type
inference algorithm which automatically checks whether a program is well-typed
and as a side-effect assigns types to program text.

For programming languages based on the Hindley/Milner system [19] we can
typically verify that type inference is complete and the inferred type is princi-
pal [1]. Completeness guarantees that if the program is well-typed type inference
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will infer a type for the program whereas principality guarantees that any type
possible given to the program can be derived from the inferred type.

Here, we ask the question whether this happy situation will continue in case
of multi-parameter type classes (MPTCs) [13], a popular extension of the Hind-
ley/Milner system and available as part of Haskell [21] implementations such
as GHC [5] and HUGS [9]. GHC and HUGS also support (boxed) existential
types [17] and type annotations [20].4 It is the combination of all these features
that make MPTCs so popular among programmers.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

– We answer the above question negatively. We show that the combination of
MPTCs with type annotations and existential types does not enjoy principal
types and type inference is undecidable in general (Section 2).

– However, under the GHC [5] multi-parameter type class conditions, we can
give a procedure where every inferred type is principal among all types (Sec-
tion 4).

Proof sketches for some of our results are given in Appendix A.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to point out precisely the

problem behind type inference for MPTCs. Previous work [3] only reports the
loss of principal types but does not provide many clues about how to tackle the
inference problem.

We have written this introduction as if Haskell (GHC and HUGS) would
be the only language (systems) that supports MPTCs. Type classes are also
supported in a number of other languages such as Mercury [7, 10] , HAL [2]
and Clean [22]. However, as far as we know there is no formal description of
multi-parameter type classes and the combination with existential types and
type annotations. From now on, we will use MPTCs to refer to the system
that combines all these features. For example, Läufer [16] only considered the
combination of single-parameter type classes and existential types. The only
formal description available is our own previous work [26] where we introduce
the more general system of extended algebraic data types (EADTs).

In the next section, we give a cursory introduction to MPTCs as supported
in GHC based on a simple example. We refer to [13] for further examples and
background material on MPTCs.

2 Multi-Parameter Type Classes

Example. We use MPTCs for the implementation of a stack ADT.

class StackImpl s a where
pushImpl :: a->s->s
popAndtopImpl :: s->Maybe (s,a)

instance StackImpl [a] a where
pushImpl = (:)
popAndtopImpl [] = Nothing
popAndtopImpl (x:xs) = Just (xs, x)

4 For the purpose of this paper, we will strictly use the more general term type infer-
ence to refer to inference and checking in the presence of type annotations.
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In contrast to a single-parameter type class, a multi-parameter type class such
as StackImpl describes a relation among its type parameters s (the stack)
and a (the type of elements stored in a stack). The methods pushImpl and
popAndtopImpl provide a minimal interface to a stack. We also provide a con-
crete implementation using lists.

With the help of an existential type, the stack implementation can be encap-
sulated:

data Stack a = forall s. StackImpl s a => Stck s

Each stack is parameterized in terms of the element type a whereas the actual
stack s is left abstract as indicated by the forall keyword. We generally refer
to variables such as s as abstract variables. When scrutinizing a stack we are
not allowed to make any specific assumptions about s. The type class constraint
(a.k.a. context) StackImpl s a supplies each stack with its essential operations.
We use here a combination of multi-parameter type classes and existential types.

It is then straightforward to implement the common set of stack operations.

push :: a -> Stack a -> Stack a
push x (Stck s) = Stck (pushImpl x s)
pop :: Stack a -> Stack a
pop (Stck s) = case (popAndtopImpl s) of

Just (s’,x::a) -> Stck s’ -- (1)

top :: Stack a -> a
top (Stck s) = case (popAndtopImpl s) of

Just (_,x) -> x
empty :: Stack a -> Bool
empty (Stck s) = case (popAndtopImpl s) of

Just (s’::s,x::a) -> False -- (2)
Nothing -> True

In case of function push, the pattern Stck s brings into scope the type class
StackImpl s a. Thus, we can access specific methods such as pushImpl x s
to push new elements onto the stack. Functions pop and empty require lexically
scoped type annotations at locations (1) and (2). For example, in case of function
pop the call popAndtopImpl s yields a value of type Stack b for some b and
demands the presence of a type class StackImpl s b. Though, the pattern match
Stck s only makes available the type class StackImpl s a. Via the lexically
scoped annotation x::a, notice that a refers to push’s annotation, we convince
the type inferencer that a=b. Then, the program is accepted.

The informed reader will notice that instead of lexically scoped type anno-
tations we could use functional dependencies [12] to enforce that a=b. In our
opinion, for many practical examples the reverse argument applies as well. Fur-
thermore, lexically scoped type annotations are a more light-weight extension
than functional dependencies. Hence, we will ignore functional dependencies for
the purpose of this paper.

What we discover next is that MPTC type inference is not tractable in gen-
eral.
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Loss of Principal Types and Undecidability of Type Inference. Con-
sider the following (contrived) program.

class Foo a b where foo :: a->b->Int
instance Foo Int b -- (F1)
instance Foo a b => Foo [a] b -- (F2)
data Bar a = forall b. K a b
f (K x y) = foo x y

The surprising observation is that function f can be given the following infinite
set of types

f :: Bar [Int ]n → Int

for any n ≥ 0, where [Int ]n is a list of lists ... of lists (n times) of integers. We
postpone a discussion on why the above types arise to the next section.

The devastating conclusion we draw is that principal types are lost in general.
We even cannot hope for complete and decidable type inference because the set
of maximal types given to a program may be infinite. We say a type is maximal
if there is no other more general type. The above types are all clearly maximal.

Function f makes use of multi-parameter type classes and “pure” existential
types. That is, the type class context of the existential data type definition is
empty. This shows that type inference is already a problem for “simple” ex-
amples. We do not have to resort to “fancy” examples where we constrain the
parameters of constructors by a multi-parameter type class.

The “simple” combination of multi-parameter type classes and type anno-
tations poses the same problems. The following function where we assume the
above instances

g y = let h ::c->Int
h x = foo x y

in h y

has the same infinite set of types g :: Bar [Int ]n → Int for any n ≥ 0.
It should be intuitively clear that to establish completeness and decidability

of type inference in the MPTC type system we would need to demand an exces-
sive amount of type annotations, something which would seriously impair the
practical usefulness of MPTCs.

Therefore, we seek for a compromise and give up on having both complete-
ness and decidability. As is usual in the Hindley/Milner type system, we sacrifice
completeness for the sake of decidability. For example, some well-typed programs
with polymorphic recursion are rejected because it makes type inference unde-
cidable [8] Instead, we demand that if type inference succeeds, the inferred type
must be principal.

An incomplete type inference has already been implemented in GHC; for
example it does not produce a type for either f or g. The incompleteness of
the GHC implementation is captured in a number of conditions on programs.
Programs that do not satisfy these conditions are rejected. Unfortunately, there
exists neither a formalization of GHC’s inference, nor a proof that its conditions
guarantee principal types. We will show that the GHC conditions are indeed
sufficient, and we present a formal type inference that computes principal types
under these conditions.
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3 MPTC Inference Overview

We investigate in more detail why MPTC inference is so hard. Then, we motivate
our MPTC inference procedure. We postpone a description of the GHC MPTC
conditions to the next section.

3.1 Preliminaries

We introduce some basic assumptions and notations which we will use through-
out the paper.

We often write ō as a short-hand for a sequence of objects o1, ..., on (e.g. types
etc). We write fv(o) to denote the free variables in some object o. We write “−”
to denote set subtraction.

We assume that t refers to types consisting of type variables a, function types
t1 → t2 and user-definable types T t̄. We assume primitive constraints of the
form t1 = t2 (type equations) and TC t̄ (type class constraints).

We generally assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts of substi-
tutions, unifiers, most general unifiers (m.g.u.) etc [15] and first-order logic [23].
We write [t/a] to denote the simultaneous substitution of variables ai by types ti
for i = 1, .., n. We use common notation for Boolean conjunction (∧), implication
(⊃) and universal (∀) and existential quantifiers (∃). Often, we abbreviate ∧ by
“,” and use set notation for conjunctions of formulae. We sometimes use ∃̄V .Fml
as a short-hand for ∃fv(Fml)−V.Fml where Fml is some first-order formula and
V a set of variables, that is existential quantification of all variables in Fml apart
from V . We write |= to denote the model-theoretic entailment relation. When
writing logical statements we often leave (outermost) quantifiers implicit. E.g.,
let Fml1 and Fml2 be two formulae where Fml1 is closed (contains no free vari-
ables). Then, Fml1 |= Fml2 is a short-hand for Fml1 |= ∀fv(Fml2).Fml2 stating
that in any (first-order) model for Fml1 formula ∀fv(Fml2).Fml2 is satisfied.

3.2 Type inference via implication constraints

The examples we have seen so far suggest that we need to perform type inference
under “local assumptions.” That is, the assumption constraints resulting from
type annotations and pattern matches over existential types must satisfy the
constraints resulting from the program body. In case of multiple pattern clauses,
the individual assumptions for each pattern clause do not interact with the
other clauses. Hence, their effect is localized. This is a significant departure from
standard Hindley/Milner inference where we are only concerned with solving
sets of primitive constraints such as type equations and type classes.

Our MPTC type inference method makes use of the richer form of implication
constraints.

Type Classes tc ::= TC t
Context D ::= tc | D ∧D
Constraints C ::= t = t | TC t̄ | C ∧ C
Implication Constraints F ::= C | ∀b̄.(D ⊃ ∃ā.F ) | F ∧ F

Constraints on the left-hand side of the implication symbol ⊃ represent local as-
sumptions arising from constraints in type annotations and data type definitions.
For MPTC programs we can guarantee that only type classes appear on the left-
hand side. Constraints on the right-hand side arise from the actual function body
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by generating constraints out of expressions following a standard procedure such
as algorithm W [19]. Universally quantified type variables refer to variables in
type annotations and abstract variables. Recall that abstract variables are intro-
duced by the forall keyword in data type definitions. Existentially quantified
type variables belong to right-hand side constraints.

The example from before

pop :: Stack a -> Stack a
pop (Stck s) = case (popAndtopImpl s) of

Just (s’,x::a) -> Stck s’ -- (1)

gives rise to the implication constraint

∀a.∀s.(StackImpl s a ⊃ ∃tx .(StackImpl s tx ∧ tx = a))

For example, constraint StackImpl s tx arises from the program text popAndtopImpl
s and constraint tx = a arises from x::a. On the other hand, the constraint
StackImpl s a on the left-hand side of ⊃ arises from the pattern match Stck s.
The above implication constraint is clearly a universally true statement. Hence,
we can argue that the type of pop is correct.

If we replace the lexically scoped annotation x::a by x we find the following
variation of the above implication constraint.

∀a.∀s.(StackImpl s a ⊃ ∃tx .StackImpl s tx )

This is also a universally true statement. But verifying this statement is more
difficult. Checking is not enough here, we need to find a solution for tx. The
problem is that the solving procedure which we outline below will not necessarily
find the answer tx = a. The GHC type inferencer will fail as well.

The crucial observation is that without the annotation x::a, the program
is in fact “ambiguous”, hence, illegal. The type tx of program variable x does
not appear in the type of function pop. Therefore, several solutions for tx may
exist but this choice is not reflected in the type. Haskell type classes follow the
open-world assumption. That is, at some later stage we can add further instances
such as instance StackImpl s Int and thus we find besides tx = a a second
solution tx = Int.

The danger then is that the meaning of programs may become ambiguous.
This is a well-recognized problem [11, 24]. For this reason, Haskell demands that
programs must be unambiguous. We therefore follow Haskell and rule out am-
biguous programs. In terms of implication constraints, the unambiguity condition
says that all existentially quantified type variables which do not appear in the
final type must be unique. It is certainly not a coincidence that unambiguity
also prevents us from guessing solutions.

For our specific case, we could argue that the declaration instance StackImpl
s Int itself is illegal because it overlaps with the one from before. Hence, there
should be only one valid solution tx = a. The point is that the unambiguity
check is a conservative check and does not take into account any of the specific
conditions which we impose on instances. Hence, the program without the an-
notation x::a fails not because it does not type check, the program is simply
plain illegal.

Let’s consider the implication constraint for the “devious” program
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f (K x y) = foo x y

We find that tf = Bar ty → tr ∧ ∀tx .(Foo ty tx ⊃ tr = Int) where tf , tx and ty
are respectively the types of f, x and y respectively, and tr is the result type.
The implication constraint restricts the set of solutions that can be given to
these variables. The function body demands that tr = Int and the call to the
method foo demands Foo ty tx . The universal quantifier ∀tx captures the fact
that variable x is abstract.

In the previous example, we only had to check that the implication constraint
is correct. Here, we actually need to find a solution. The problem becomes now
apparent. The constraint tf = Bar [Int ]n → Int is a solution of the above impli-
cation constraint for any n ≥ 0. More formally,

∀tf .(tf = Bar [Int ]n → Int) ⊃
(∃tr .∃ty .tf = Bar ty → tr ∧ ∀tx .(Foo ty tx ⊃ tr = Int))

is a true statement under the assumption that Foo [Int ]n tx holds for any tx,
which is required by the above instances (F1) and (F2). Each one of maximal
types f :: Bar [Int ]n → Int corresponds to one of the solutions tf = Bar [Int ]n → Int .

A naive “solution” would be to consider the implication constraint itself as
the solution. Although, we (trivially) obtain complete inference, this approach
is not practical. First, types become unreadable. In the type system, we admit
now implication constraints (and not only sets of primitive constraints). Second,
type inference becomes intractable. The implication constraints arising from the
program text may have now implication constraints on the left-hand side of ⊃.
But then solving of “extended” implication constraints is very close to solving of
first-order formulae. Previous work [14] shows that solving of first-order formula
with subtype constraints is decidable but has a non-elementary complexity. Note
that via Haskell type classes we can encode complex relations such as subtyping.
Hence, we abandon this path and consider how to solve implication constraints
in terms of sets of primitive constraints.

3.3 Highlights of MPTC implication solver

In its simplest form, we need a solving procedure for implication constraints of
the form D ⊃ C where D consists of sets of type class constraints whereas C
additionally contains Hindley/Milner constraints (i.e. type equations). Before we
attempt solving, let’s consider how to check that D ⊃ C holds. Checking is a
natural first step to achieve solving.

We apply the law that D ⊃ C iff D ↔ D ∧ C. Thus, checking can be
turned into an equivalence test among constraints. The standard method to test
for equivalence is to build the canonical normal forms of D and D ∧ C and
check whether both forms are identical. In case of type equations, we can build
canonical normal forms by building most general unifiers. Here, we additionally
find type classes.

The meaning of type classes is specified by instance declarations which effec-
tively define a rewrite relation among constraints. For example, the instance
StackImpl [a] a declaration from Section 2 implies that the StackImpl [a] a
constraint can be rewritten to True. In Haskell speak, this process is known as
context reduction, although, we will use the term constraint rewriting/solving
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here. In Section 4.1, we formalize how to derive these rewriting steps from in-
stance declarations. For the moment, let’s assume a rewrite relation �∗ among
constraints where we exhaustively apply instance rules on type classes and
rewrite type equations into most general unifiers.

Based on this assumption, we check D ↔ D ∧ C by executing C �∗ C ′ for
some final constraint C ′ and testing whether D and C ′ are identical. Notice that
we do not rewrite D. The GHC assumption is that constraints D are already in
canonical normal form. Hence, no rewriting is necessary. If D and C ′ are iden-
tical, the check succeeds. Otherwise, we need to infer some missing hypotheses,
i.e. constraint. The obvious approach is to take the set difference between C ′

and D. Recall that we can treat a conjunction of primitive constraints as a set.
Then, C ′ − D is a solution of D ⊃ C. We have that C ′ − D ⊃ (D ⊃ C) iff
C ′ −D ∧D ⊃ C iff C ′ ⊃ C which clearly holds. To summarize, the main idea
behind our solving procedure is to rewrite constraints to some canonical normal
form. We take the set difference between canonical normal forms to infer the
missing assumptions.

To illustrate this solving procedure, we consider a simple example.

class F a
class B a b where bar::a->b
instance F a => B a [a]
data T a = F a => Mk a -- (T)
f (Mk x) = bar x

In the data type definition (T), F a constrains the type of the constructor Mk.
Function g gives rise to the following implication constraint

tf = T tx → b ∧ (F tx ⊃ B tx b)

This case is slightly more general than above. Constraints tf = T tx → b will
be definitely part of the solution. Solving of (F tx ⊃ B tx b) yields the solution
B tx b. There are no instance rules applicable to B tx b. Hence, the difference
between B tx b and F tx is B tx b. Hence, tf = T tx → b ∧B tx b is a solution.
Hence, f can be given the type ∀tx, b.B tx b ⇒ tx → b.

In general, our solving procedures needs to deal with multiple branches
(i.e. conjunctions of implications) where some variables are universally quan-
tified. We also find existential variables but universal variables are more “prob-
lematic” because they cannot be instantiated and are not allowed to escape. In
the following, we give an informal discussion of how our solving procedure deals
with such cases. The exact details are presented in the upcoming section.

For example, Foo a b ∧ tr = Int is not a valid solution of

∀b.True ⊃ (Foo a b ∧ tr = Int)

because the variable b escapes. We will check for escaping of universal variables
by applying a well-known technique known as Skolemization [18]. Skolemization
of ∀b.True ⊃ (Foo a b ∧ tr = Int) yields True ⊃ (Foo a Sk ∧ tr = Int). The con-
straint Foo a Sk ∧ tr = Int is clearly not a valid solution because of the Skolem
constructor Sk .

We explore solving of multiple branches. The idea is consider one branch at
a time.
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class Foo a b where foo::b->a->Int
instance Foo Int b -- (F)
class Bar a b where bar :: b->a->a
data Erk a = forall b. Bar a b => K1 (a,b)

| forall b. K2 (a,b)
g (K1 (a,b)) = bar b a
g (K2 (a,b)) = foo b a

Function g’s program text gives rise to

t = Erk a → t3 ∧ t3 = t1 ∧ t3 = t2∧ (C0)
(Bar a Sk1 ⊃ Bar a Sk1 ∧ t1 = a)∧ (F1)
(True ⊃ Foo a Sk2 ∧ t2 = Int) (F2)

where each branch corresponds to a pattern clause. Universal quantifiers have
already been replaced by fresh Skolem constructors.

We start solving the first branch F1. Based on our method for solving for
single implications, we find that C0 ∧ t1 = a is a solution for C0 ∧ F1. We make
this solving step explicit by writing

C0 ∧ F1 ∧ F2 � C0 ∧ t1 = a ∧ F2

We will formally define this rewriting relation � among implication constraints
in the upcoming section. Each time we solve a single implication constraint
we replace the implication constraint with its solution. Thus, we incrementally
build up the solution for the entire set of implication constraints. Solving of the
remaining second branch yields the solution C0 ∧ t1 = a ∧ t2 = Int. Hence, we
find that C0∧F1∧F2 �∗ C0∧t1 = a∧t2 = Int. Notice that C0∧t1 = a∧t2 = Int
implies a = Int and therefore we can rewrite Foo a Sk2 to True and thus solve
(2). We obtain that g has type Erk Int->Int.

If we start solving F2 first, we cannot immediately “fully” solve this impli-
cation constraint. The constraint Foo a Sk2 ∧ t2 = Int is not a valid solution
because of the Skolem constructor. We can only infer, i.e. add, the partial solu-
tion t2 = Int. That is, we make the following progress

C0 ∧ F1 ∧ F2 � C0 ∧ t2 = Int ∧ F1 ∧ F2

If we continue solving F2 we are stuck. No further constraints can be added
at this stage. Our solving method only observes the canonical normal forms of
the constraints involved. Based on this information, we cannot infer the missing
information t1 = a. Hence, we consider solving of F1. We find that C0 ∧ t2 =
Int ∧ F1 ∧ F2 � C0 ∧ t2 = Int ∧ t1 = a ∧ F2. Finally, we can verify that
C0 ∧ t2 = Int ∧ t1 = a ∧ F2 � C0 ∧ t2 = Int ∧ t1 = a.

The point is that it may not be possible to solve a single implication without
solving other implications first. In case we cannot make progress, i.e. no further
constraints can be added, we consider a different branch. In general, a different
solving order may yield a different result. Under the conditions imposed by GHC,
we can verify that we always obtain the same result. The above example satisfies
the GHC conditions and indeed we infer both times the same result.

4 Inferring Principal Types under the GHC Conditions
In our approach, type inference boils down to solving of implication constraints.
In a first step, we review some material on type class constraint solving, i.e. solv-
ing of sets of primitive constraints. Then, we formalize the MPTC implication
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solver. Along the way, we introduce the conditions imposed by GHC sufficient to
verify our main result: The MPTC implication solver computes principal solu-
tions, therefore type inference computes principal types, under the GHC MPTC
Conditions.

For space reasons, we omit the details of how to generate implication con-
straints out of the program text. This is by now a standard exercise. We include
some of the details in Appendix B.

4.1 Type class constraint solver
In case we only consider multi-parameter type classes (i.e. no existential types
and type annotations are involved), type inference boils down to solving of sets
of primitive constraints. Instance declarations define a rewrite relation among
type class constraints. Hence, the type class constraint solver is parameterized
in terms of these rewrite relations.

Following our earlier work [24], we formally define these rewrite relations in
terms of Constraint Handling Rules (CHRs) [4]. For each declaration

instance D ⇒ TC t̄

we introduce the single-headed CHR rule TC t̄ ⇐⇒ D. In case, the context
D is empty, we generate rule TC t̄ ⇐⇒ True. The set of all such generated
constraint rules is collected in the MPTC program logic P .

Logically, the symbol⇐⇒ corresponds to Boolean equivalence. Operationally,
we can apply a renamed rule TC t̄ ⇐⇒ D to a set of constraints C if we find
a matching copy TC s̄ ∈ C such that φ(t̄) = s̄ for some substitution φ. Then,
we replace TC s̄ by the right-hand side under the matching substitution φ(D)
More formally, we write C � (C − {TC s̄}) ∪ φ(D) to denote this derivation
step. We write C �∗

P C ′ to denote the exhaustive application of all rules in P ,
starting with the initial constraint C and resulting in the final constraint C ′. If
the program logic P is fixed by the context, we sometimes also write C �∗ C ′.

Here is an example to show some CHRs in action. Under the CHRs

rule StackImpl (Tree a) a <==> Eq a
rule Eq [a] <==> Eq a

we find that StackImpl (Tree[a])[a] � Eq [a] � Eq a.
We repeat the CHR soundness result [4] which states that CHR rule applica-

tions perform equivalence transformations. Recall that P |= F means that any
model M satisfying P (treating ⇐⇒ as Boolean equivalence) also satisfies F .

Lemma 1 (CHR Soundness [4]). Let C �∗
P C ′. Then P |= C ↔ ∃̄fv(C).C

′.

We say P is terminating if for each initial constraint we find a final constraint.
We say P is confluent if different derivations starting from the same point can
always be brought together again.

We will demand that CHRs resulting from instances satisfy these properties.
Termination obviously guarantee decidability. Confluence guarantees canonical
normal forms. Otherwise, we may need to back-track and exhaustively explore
all possibilities during solving which may increase the complexity of the solver
significantly.

To guarantee confluence and termination, GHC imposes the following condi-
tions on programs.
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Definition 1 (Well-Behaved Instances).

Termination Order: The context of an instance declaration can mention only
type variables, not type constructors, and in each individual class constraint
all the type variables are distinct.
In an instance declaration instance D ⇒ TC t1 . . . tn, at least one of the
types ti must not be a type variable and fv(D) ⊆ fv(t1, . . . , tn).

Non-Overlapping: The instance declarations must not overlap: For any two
declarations instance D ⇒ TC t1 . . . tn and instance D′ ⇒ TC t′1 . . . t′n
there is no substitution φ such that φ(t1) = φ(t′1),. . . .,φ(tn) = φ(t′n).

From now on we assume that the MPTC program logic satisfies the Well-Behaved
Instances Conditions. They are sufficient, but not necessary5 conditions for the
essential property that the type class constraint solver is terminating and con-
fluent.

4.2 MPTC implication solver

Solutions and Normalization. We first apply three normalization steps to
the implication constraints for convenience.

In the first normalization step, we flatten nested implications and pull up
quantifiers, based on the following first-order equivalences: (i) (F1 ⊃ Qa.F2) ↔
Qa.(F1 ⊃ F2) where a 6∈ fv(F1) and Q ∈ {∃,∀}; (ii) (Qa.F1) ∧ (Qb.F2) ↔
Qa, b.(F1 ∧ F2) where a 6∈ fv(F2), b 6∈ fv(F1) and Q ∈ {∃,∀}; and (iii) C1 ⊃
(C2 ⊃ C3) ↔ (C1 ∧ C2) ⊃ C3. We exhaustively apply the above identities from
left to right until we reach the pre-normal form

C0 ∧Q.((D1 ⊃ C1) ∧ . . . ∧ (Dn ⊃ Cn))

where Q is a mixed prefix of the form ∃b0.∀a1.∃b1 . . .∀an.∃bn. Variables in C0

are free. Our goal is to find solutions (in terms of types) to these variables.

Definition 2 (Solutions for Fixed Assumption Constraints). Let P be a
MPTC program logic, F ≡ C0∧Q.((D1 ⊃ C1)∧ . . .∧ (Dn ⊃ Cn)) an implication
constraint and C a constraint. We say that C is a solution of F w.r.t. P iff

1. C,C0 � ... � C,
2. |= Q.(C ∧Di ↔ C ′

i) where C,Ci �∗
P C ′

i for i = 1, ..., n, and
3. C ∧Q.(Di ∧ Ci) is satisfiable in P for each i = 1, ..., n.

In such a situation, we say that C satisfies the Fixed Assumption Constraint
Condition.

We say that C is a principal solution iff (i) C is a solution, and (ii) for any
other solution C ′ we have that P |= C ′ ⊃ ∃̄fv(F ).C.

The first two conditions define solutions in terms of the operational reading
of instances as CHRs. They imply the logical statement P |= C ⊃ F . This

5 There are other more liberal instance conditions [25] which guarantee the same.
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can be verified by straightforward application of the CHR Soundness Lemma.
The reason for defining solutions operationally rather than logically is due to
the type-preserving dictionary-passing translation scheme [6] employed in GHC.
Briefly, assumption constraints D are taken literally and turned into dictionaries.
Rewriting them would break separate compilation. Hence, in our definition of
solutions we guarantee that assumption constraints are fixed. Interestingly, the
Fixed Assumption Constraint Condition is essential to guarantee principal types
as we will see later.

The last condition demands that for each particular branch the constraints
arising do not contradict each other (i.e. they must be satisfiable). In particular,
we reject thus the always false constraint Int = Bool as a solution. Such solutions
are clearly non-sensical because they solve any implication constraint. In terms of
the GHC translation scheme, unsatisfiable branches represent dead-code, hence,
we can ignore them.

In the second normalization step we eliminate all universally quantified vari-
ables by Skolemization [18]. That is, we transform ∃b̄.∀ā.F into ∃b̄.[Ska(b̄)/ā]F
where Skai

’s are some fresh Skolem constructors. We apply this step repeatedly
on implication constraints in pre-normal form until we reach the Skolemized,
pre-normal form

C0 ∧ ∃b̄.((D′
1 ⊃ C ′

1) ∧ . . . ∧ (D′
n ⊃ C ′

n))

For solutions C of Skolemized implication constraints, we additionally demand
that no Skolem constructor appears in C.

The Skolemization preserves the set of solutions. It is sufficient to verify this
statement for a single branch.

Lemma 2 (Solution Equivalence). Let P be a MPTC program logic, S a
constraint, Q.(D ⊃ C) a implication constraint and ∃b̄.(D′ ⊃ C ′) its Skolemized
form. Then, S is a solution of Q.(D ⊃ C) iff S is a solution of ∃b̄.(D′ ⊃ C ′).

In the last normalization step we drop the outermost existential quantifier
∃b̄. However, the choice of variables b̄ may not be unique. If this is the case we
face the ambiguity problem mentioned in Section 3. Therefore, we only consider
unambiguous implication constraints where we can safely drop the existential
quantifier.

We say that C0 ∧ ∃b̄.((D1 ⊃ C1) ∧ ... ∧ (Dn ⊃ Cn)) is unambiguous iff
fv(φ(Di), φ(Ci)) ⊆ fv(φ(C0)) for each i = 1, ..., n where φ is the m.g.u. of type
equations in C0. The above says that fixing the variables in C0 will fix the
variables in each branch.

Next, we introduce a solving procedure for implication constraints in normal
form, i.e. unambiguous, Skolemized, pre-normal implications constraints of the
form

C0 ∧ (D1 ⊃ C1) ∧ ... ∧ (Dn ⊃ Cn)

Solving Method. We formalize the solving method motivated in Section 3.3.
In Figure 1, we define a solver F �∗

P C for implication constraints F in normal
form w.r.t. the program logic P which, if successful, yields a solution C. The case
Add subcase (b) deals with the situation where we cannot make any further

12



Primitive: We define F �∗
P C′ where C �∗

P C′ if F ≡ C.
General: Otherwise F ≡ C0∧ (D ⊃ C)∧F ′. We assume that the most general unifier

of type equations in C0 has been applied to D and C. We execute C0, D, C �∗
P C′

for some C′. We distinguish among the following cases:
Fail: If False ∈ C′ we immediately fail.
Solved: If C′ − (C0 ∧ D) yields the empty set (i.e. C′ and C0 ∧ D are logically

equivalent), we consider D ⊃ C as solved. We define F �∗
P C′′ if C0 ∧ F ′ �∗

P

C′′.
Add: Otherwise, we set S to be the subset of all constraints in C′ − (C0 ∧ D)

which do not refer to a Skolem constructor.
(a) In case S is non-empty, we define F �∗

P C′′ if C0 ∧S ∧ (D ⊃ C)∧F ′ �∗
P

C′′.
(b) In case S is empty, we pick some (D1 ⊃ C1) ∈ F ′ and define F �∗

P C′′ if
C0 ∧ (D1 ⊃ C1) ∧ (F ′ − (D1 ⊃ C1)) ∧ (D ⊃ C) �∗

P C′′.
(c) Otherwise, we fail.

Fig. 1. MPTC Implication Solver

progress, hence, we switch to a different branch. We assume that if none of the
branches makes progress we reach subcase (c).

We can establish soundness by a straightforward application of the CHR
Soundness and Solution Equivalence Lemma.

Lemma 3 (Soundness of Solving). Let P be a program logic If F �∗
P C for

some C then C is a solution of F .

4.3 Main result

In addition to the Well-Behaved Instances and the Fixed Assumption Constraint
Conditions, GHC imposes a third condition on programs.

Definition 3 (GHC MPTC Conditions). We say a program satisfies the
GHC MPTC Conditions iff

– Instances are well-behaved (see Definition 1).

– Each implication constraint in normal-form arising out of a program is un-
ambiguous and has a solution which satisfies the Fixed Assumption Con-
straint Conditions (see Definition 2).

– Each data type definition satisfies the Bound Type Class Context Condition.
That is, for any

data T a1 ... am = forall b1,...,bn. D => K t1 ... tl

and each TC t′ ∈ D we have that fv(t′) ∩ fv(b̄) 6= ∅.

Our main result says:
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Theorem 1 (Principal Types for GHC MPTC Programs). If successful,
our solving method computes principal solutions for programs satisfying the GHC
MPTC Conditions.

Before we explain the proof steps necessary to verify the above result, we
highlight the importance of the GHC MPTC Conditions.

The Well-Behaved Instances Conditions are not essential. We could replace
them with alternative conditions as long as we the type class constraint solver
remains confluent and terminating.

GHC imposes the Fixed Assumption Constraint Condition because of dictionary-
passing translation scheme. The next example shows that without this condition
we may infer non-principal types.

class Bar a b c d where bar ::d->c->a->b
class Bar2 a b
class Foo a b d
class Foo2 a
instance Bar2 a b => Bar a b c T -- (B)
instance Foo2 a => Foo a b T -- (F)
instance Foo2 a => Bar2 a [a] -- (B2)
data T = K
data Erk a d = forall c. Foo a c d => Mk a c d
f (Mk a c T) = bar T c a

The program logic P consists of the following rules.

rule Bar a b c T <==> Bar2 a b -- (B)
rule Foo a b T <==> Foo2 a -- (F)
rule Bar2 a [a] <==> Foo2 a -- (B2)

The program text of f yields the (simplified) implication constraint (Foo a Sk T ⊃
Bar a b Sk T ).

Application of our solving method yields the solution Bar2 a b. However,
this solution is not principal. We claim there is another incomparable solution
b = [a] which corresponds to the type ∀a.Erk a T → [a]. Both solutions (types)
are incomparable and there is no more general solution (type).

We verify that b = [a] is indeed a solution by checking that b = [a] ∧
(Foo a Sk T ⊃ Bar a b Sk T ) holds w.r.t. P . From the earlier Section 3, we know
that the checking problem b = [a] ∧ (Foo a Sk T ⊃ Bar a b Sk T ) can equiva-
lently be phrased as an equivalence testing problem (b = [a] ∧ ∧Foo a Sk T ) ↔
(b = [a] ∧ ∧Foo a Sk T ∧ Bar a b Sk T ). Then, we rewrite the left-hand and
right-hand side and check whether resulting constraints are logically equivalent.

(1) b = [a],Foo a Sk T
� b = [a],Foo2 a (∗)

(2) a = [b],Foo a Sk T ,Bar a b Sk T
↔ b = [a],Foo a Sk T ,Bar a [a] Sk T
� b = [a],Foo a Sk T ,Bar2 a [a] T
� b = [a],Foo a Sk T ,Foo2 a
� b = [a],Foo2 a

The final constraints b = [a],Foo2 a are equivalent. Hence, b = [a] is a solution.
However, b = [a] is not a valid solution under the GHC MPTC Conditions. To
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obtain the solution b = [a], it is crucial to rewrite the assumption constraint, see
the derivation step (∗). This violates the Fixed Assumption Constraint Condi-
tion.

The Bound Type Class Context Condition is essential as well. Here are ex-
cerpts of an example which we have seen earlier in Section 3.3.

data T a = F a => Mk a -- (T)
f (Mk x) = bar x

The definition (T) violates the Bound Type Class Context Condition. Variable
a is not bound by the forall quantifier. Our solving procedure infers the type
∀tx, b.B tx b ⇒ tx → b. But this type is not principal. Function f can also be
given the incomparable type ∀a.T a → B [a] and there is no more general type.

We conclude this section by stating the essential result to verify the above
theorem. The crucial observation is that under the GHC MPTC Conditions, the
“incremental” solutions S which we compute in solving step Add are part of
the principal solution (if one exists). Here is the formal result.

Lemma 4 (Principal Progress). Let P be a program logic derived from in-
stance declarations which satisfy the GHC MPTC Conditions. Let (D ⊃ C) be
a implication constraint in normal form such that (a) D �∗ D and (b) each
primitive constraint in D contains at least one Skolem constructor. Let S be a
Skolem-free subset of C ′−D where C �∗

P C ′ from some C ′ and False 6∈ C ′−D.
If (D ⊃ C) has a principal solution, then S is a subset of this principal solution.

Assumption (a) effectively represents the Fixed Assumption Condition and as-
sumption (b) represents the Bound Type Class Context Condition. The Bound
Type Class Context Condition guarantees that for all implication constraints
(D ⊃ C) in normal form we have that each type class constraint in D contains
at least one Skolem constructor. Implication constraints resulting from type an-
notations always satisfy this property.

In combination with Lemma 3, the above results guarantee that our solving
method makes progress towards a principal solution. Thus, we can verify the
above theorem.

Under the GHC Conditions, we can also verify that the final result is inde-
pendent of the order of solving. Recall that in solver case Add, subcase (b) the
choice which implication (D1 ⊃ C1) to consider next is not fixed. Effectively, the
result below is saying that the implication solver is confluent.

Lemma 5 (Deterministic Progress). Under the GHC MPTC Conditions,
different runs of the MPTC implication solver will yield the same result where
we either report a solution or reach one of the failure states. Every implication
constraint is considered at most twice.

5 Conclusion

We have pointed out subtle problems when performing type inference for multi-
parameter type classes with existential types and type annotations. In general,
we lose principality and decidability of type inference. Under the GHC MPTC
Conditions, we give a procedure that infers principal types. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no formal description available of the GHC type inference
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engine or any of the other systems which we have mentioned. Nevertheless, we
believe that our procedure is fairly close to the actual GHC implementation.
Formalizing the GHC type inference engine based on the principles and methods
introduced in this paper is something which we plan to pursue in the future.

Our main result guarantees that every inferred type is principal. The question
is whether failure of our inference method implies that no principal type exists?

class Foo a b where foo :: a->b
data Bar a = forall b. Foo b a => Mk b
f (Mk x) = foo x

Function f’s program text generates t = Bar a → c ∧ (Foo Sk a ⊃ Foo Sk c).
Our solving method fails (and so does GHC). It almost seems that t = Bar a → a
is a principal solution. Hence, f has the principal type ∀a.Bar a → a. But this is
only true if we assume a “closed” world where the set of instances (here none) are
fixed. Haskell type classes follow the open world assumption. At some later stage,
we may introduce instance Foo b Int. Then, f can be given the incomparable
type Bar a → Int . The point is that the principal types inferred by our MPTC
implication solving method are “stable”. That is, they remain principal if we add
further instances (which must satisfy the GHC MPTC Conditions of course).
Failure of our inference method seems to imply that no stable principal type
exists. This is something which we plan to investigate further.
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A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Lemma 2

Proof:(Sketch) W.l.o.g., we verify that P |= Q.(E1 ∧ D ⊃ E2 ∧ C) iff P |=
∃b̄.(E′

1 ∧ D′ ⊃ E′
2 ∧ C ′) where E1, E1 consist of type equations and D and C

consist of type classes only.
P |= Q.(E1 ∧D ⊃ E2 ∧ C) iff P |= Q.(E1 ∧D ↔ E1 ∧ E2 ∧ C ∧D).
We draw the following conclusions: (1) CHRs have no type equations on rhs.

Hence, E1 and E1 ∧E2 are the only equations that follow from the lhs and rhs.
Hence, E1 and E1 ∧ E2 are equivalent w.r.t Q.

(2) We find that E1, E2, C, D � ... � E1, D. We assume that the Fixed
Assumption Constraint Condition is already satisfied and that implication con-
straints are unambiguous.

(3) By the conditions imposed on solutions, we have that Q.E1 ∧ E2 holds.
Skolemization is satisfiability-preserving for conjunction of type equations. Hence,
we also obtain E′

1, E
′
2, D

′
1, C

′ � ... � E′
1, D

′ for the Skolemized constraints
(False does not arise in the derivation).

Hence, P |= (E′
1 ∧ D′ ⊃ E′

2 ∧ C ′). The reverse direction can be proven
similarly.
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A.2 Proof of Lemma 4

Proof:(Sketch) Remark: The proof below matches a more specific result where
S = C ′ −D. We could generalize the proof below to match S ⊆ C ′ −D.

By construction C ′−D is a solution. Assume C ′−D is not principal. Then,
there must be a further solution such that for some φ: φ(C) �∗ C ′′ such that
C ′′ −D is Skolem-free and does not contain False.

We can assume that φ(D) = D, otherwise we get just another instance of
the existing solution C ′ −D.

There must exist a primitive atom which is not in C ′′ −D but is in C ′ −D.
This implies that φ(atom) �∗ at1, . . . , atn where ati’s are in D.
We distinguish among the following cases:
(i) ati’s = True: Then φ∧(C ′′−D) implies C ′−D, hence C ′−D is principal

which leads to a contradiction.
(ii) ati’s differ from True: Consider φ(atom) �∗ at1, . . . , atn (Deriv). We

know that atom is Skolem-free because atom is in the solution C ′−D. However,
ati’s must contain at least one Skolem constructor because of the second GHC
condition. Under the conditions imposed on MPTC instances it should be clear
that it is impossible to have a derivation such as (Deriv) (cause rules are range-
restricted, see second case for Well-Behaved Instances. Hence, we have reached
a contradiction again. �

A.3 Proof of Lemma 5

Proof: (Sketch)

Termination The implication solver terminates, because it only generates a finite
number of type equation and type class constraints. The algorithm constructs a
solution by gradually adding more and more of these constraints that are not yet
in the solution. Because the set of constraints is finite there can only be a finite
number of additions. When there is no more addition possible or when failure is
encountered, the algorithm ends. Hence, it always takes only a finite number of
computation steps.

Now we show that only a finite number of constraints are generated. Firstly,
the solver starts out with a finite set of type equation constraints derived from the
program. None of the CHRs contains a type equation on the rhs. Hence, no more
type equations will be generated during the solving. Secondly, the solver starts
out with a finite number of type class constraints derived from the program. The
first two of the well-behaved type class instance conditions ensure that there is an
implicit well-founded order for the type class constraints [25]. As a consequence
any CHR derivations with the initial constraints terminate and only generate a
finite number of new type class constraints in the process.
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Confluence The implication solver is confluent, i.e. regardless of the choices in
the CHR derivations and the ordering of the implication constraints, the same
result is always obtained.

Firstly, it is obvious to see from the algorithm, that no matter the chosen
ordering, all type equations from the rhs of all implication constraints become
part of the solution. As we saw above, no more type equations are generated
than those initially present.

Secondly, the non-overlapping instances condition ensures the CHRs are con-
fluent, i.e. any CHR derivation that starts from the same set of constraints de-
rives the same result. Moreover, the CHRs are single-headed. This means that
the only condition for a type class constraint on the rhs of an implication to be
rewritten is the presence of suitable type equations. As we saw above, there is
only a finite number of these, and the solver adds all of them into the solution.
Hence, no matter what the order in which implications are processed, if there
are suitable type equations, they will eventually cause the type class constraint
to be rewritten in the only possible way.

In conclusion, the solution is always the same.

Complexity The solver processes the implication constraints in a round robin
fashion. It should be clear from the above that after the first round all type
equations have been added to the solution. Hence, all possible requirements for
rewriting type class constraints are in place. During the second round, no more
type equations are added. So all remaining possible rewrites that can happen,
will happen in the second round and no more are possible after the second round.
Hence, all implication constraints are visited at most twice. �

B Translation to Implication Constraints

The first step in our type inference procedure is the translation of program text
to implication constraints, followed by the MPTC implication solving procedure
outlined in the main text. Here, we show how to generate implication constraints
from the program text.

Expressions e ::= K | x | λx.e | e e | let g = e in e |
let

g :: D ⇒ t
g = e

in e | case e of
[pi → ei]i∈I

Patterns p ::= x | (x :: t) | K x...x
Types t ::= a | t → t | T t̄
Type Classes tc ::= TC t
Context D ::= tc | D ∧D

Symbol K refers to constructors of user-defined data types. We impose the usual
condition that patterns must be linear, i.e., each variable occurs at most once. For
simplicity, we ignore nested patterns such as K1 (K2 x). They can be translated
into a series of shallow patterns by transforming nested patterns in a certain
order, say left-to-right as it is done in GHC.

In our language, we support lexically scoped function and pattern annota-
tions. Note that annotations do not have explicit quantifiers. Hence, variables
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appearing in those annotations cannot be renamed without changing the pro-
grams meaning, and once introduced, these variable names cannot be rebound.
Lexically scoped type annotations can only be introduced by function annota-
tions. We refer to [?] for more details on lexically scoped type annotations.

We assume that class and data type declarations are pre-processed and their
methods and constructors are recorded in some initial environment Γinit.

For each class declaration

class TC ā where m :: D ⇒ t

we introduce a primitive m : ∀fv(D, t, ā).TC ā ∧D ⇒ t ∈ Γinit. For brevity, we
ignore here super-classes. They do not pose any additional challenges for type
inference.

For each data type T a1 ... am and constructor K where

data T a1 ... am = forall b1,...,bn. D => K t1 ... tl

we introduce a primitive K : ∀ā, b̄.D ⇒ t1 → ...tl → T ā ∈ Γinit. We assume
that b̄ ∩ ā = ∅ and fv(D, t1, ..., tl) ⊆ fv(ā, b̄).

The generation of implication constraints is formulated as a deduction system
where we make use of judgments of the form V, Γ, e `inf (F t) where the set V
of lexically scoped variables, environment Γ and expression e are input values
and implication constraint F and type t are output values. The set V plays a
similar role for lexically scoped type variables as Γ for lambda-bound variables.
For patterns we introduce an auxiliary judgment of the form V, p ` ∀b̄.(D Γ t)
to compute the set of abstract variables b̄, constraint D, environment Γ and type
t arising out of pattern p. Details are in Figure 2. The statement “t fresh” is
meant to introduce a fresh type variable t.

We briefly review the individual rules. We will write ≡ to denote syntactic
equality to avoid confusion with equality among types. For convenience, in rules
(Var), (Pat-K) and (PatA-K) we assume that the bound variables ā and b̄ have
been a-renamed. Thus, we can avoid to explicitly rename these variables. In
rule (Pat) we make use of the implication constraint ∀b̄.(D ⊃ ∃̄fv(Γ,b̄,te).Fe)
which states that under the local assumptions D arising out of the pattern p
we can satisfy the implication constraint Fe arising out of e. The ∀ quantifier
ensures that no abstract variables b̄ escape. Note that ∃̄fv(Γ,b̄,te).Fe is a short-
hand for ∃ā.Fe where ā = fv(Fe)− fv(Γ, b̄, te). That is, we existentially quantify
over all variables which are strictly local in Fe. In rule (LetA) we again make
use of implication constraints to represent the subsumption problem among two
type schemes. Variables in D1 ⇒ t1 may refer to variables appearing in some
annotation from the enclosing scope. These variables are recorded in V . Hence,
we do not quantify over those variables. Our assumption is that the scope of
an annotation is the entire body of that declaration. Hence, when typing the
let-body e1 we extend V by the newly introduced scoped variables. Note that
the annotation does not scope over the let-body (although the value definition
does). The inspiration for this form of annotation is taken from System F.

In rule (Let) we need to solve implication constraints before we can build the
type scheme. We assume that solve refers to the solving procedure outlined in
Figure 1. That is, C = solve(F P) iff F �∗

P C.
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(Var)
(x : ∀ā.D ⇒ t) ∈ Γ

V, Γ, x `inf (D t)
(LetA)

ā = fv(C1, t1)− V

V ∪ ā, Γ ∪ {g : ∀ā.D1 ⇒ t1}, e1 `inf (F1 t′1)

V, Γ ∪ {g : ∀ā.D1 ⇒ t1}, e2 `inf (F2 t2)

F ≡ F2 ∧ ∀ā.(D1 ⊃ ∃̄fv(Γ,t1)
.F1 ∧ t1 = t′1)

V, Γ, let
g :: D1 ⇒ t1

g = e1
in e2 `inf (F t2)

(Let)

V, Γ, e1 `inf (F1 t1)

C1 = solve(F1 P) ā = fv(C1 , t1 )− fv(Γ ,V )

V, Γ ∪ {g : ∀ā.C1 ⇒ t1}, e2 `inf (F2 t2)

Γ, let g = e1 in e2 `inf (F2 t2)

(App)

V, Γ, e1 `inf (F1 t1)

V, Γ, e2 `inf (F2 t2)

t fresh

F ≡ F1 ∧ F2 ∧ t1 = t2 → t

V, Γ, e1 e2 `inf (F t)

(Abs)

a fresh

V, Γ ∪ {x : a}, e `inf (F t)

V, Γ, λx.e `inf (F a → t)

(Case)

V, Γ, pi → ei `inf (Fi t′i) for i ∈ I

V, Γ, e `inf (Fe te) t1, t2 fresh

F ≡ Fe ∧ t1 = te → t2 ∧
V

i∈I(Fi ∧ t1 = t′i)

V, Γ, case e of [pi → ei]i∈I `inf (F t2)

(Pat)

V, p ` ∀b̄.(D Γp t1)

V, Γ ∪ Γp, e `inf (Fe te) t fresh

F ≡ ∀b̄.(D ⊃ ∃̄fv(Γ,V,b̄,te)
.Fe) ∧ t = t1 → te

V, Γ, p → e `inf (F t)

(Pat-Var)
t fresh

V, x ` (True {x : t} t)
(PatA-Var)

fv(t) ⊆ V

V, (x :: t) ` (True {x : t} t)

(Pat-K)
K : ∀ā, b̄.D ⇒ t1 → ... → tl → T ā b̄ ∩ ā = ∅
K x1...xl ` ∀b̄.(D {x1 : t1, ..., xl : tl} T ā)

(PatA-K)

K : ∀ā, b̄.D ⇒ t1 → ... → tl → T ā b̄ ∩ ā = ∅
dom(φ) ⊆ ā φ(t1, ..., tl) = (t′1, ...., t

′
l) fv(t′1, ..., t

′
l) ⊆ V

K (x1 :: t′1)...(xl :: t′l) ` ∀b̄.(D {x1 : t′1, ..., xl : t′l} T ā)

Fig. 2. Translation to Implication Constraints

Rules (Pat-Var) and (Pat-K) deal with (unannotated) patterns. They are
straightforward. In rules (PatA-Var) and (PatA-K), we deal with pattern an-
notations. For simplicity, we assume that for a specific constructor either all
variables are annotated or none of the variables is annotated.
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It is straightforward to relate the system in Figure 2 to a “traditional” type
system specified in terms of judgments D,Γ ` e : t. We refer to [26] for more
details.
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